We calculate the short-range contributions C(') and C'°to the angular intensity correlation function for the scattering of s-polarized light from a one-dimensional random interface between two dielectric media. The calculations are carried out on the basis of a new approach that separates out explicitly the contributions C' and C'°to the angular intensity correlation function. The contribution C() displays peaks associated with the memory effect and the reciprocal memory effect. In the case of a dielectric-dielectric interface, which does not support surface electromagnetic surface waves, these peaks arise from the coherent interference of multiply-scattered lateral waves supported by the interface. The contribution C°) is a structureless function of its arguments.
Introduction
Recent theoretical studies {1,2} of angular intensity correlation functions of light scattered incoherently from a weakly rough random metal surface have predicted new correlation functions in addition to the short-range (C'), longrange (C(2)), and infinite-range (C(3)) correlationfunctions predicted in earlier studies of angular intensity correlation functions of light scattered from volume disordered media [3] , and subsequently observed experimentally [4] [5] [6] Part of the SPIE Conference on Scattering and Surface C'5 correlation functions. The former is of the same order of magnitude as the C' correlation function, which describes the memory effect and the reciprocal memory effect, so named because of the wave vector constraints that govern their occurrence. The C'°correlation effect had been overlooked in an earlier study of angular intensity correlation functions in rough surface scattering [7] because it was based on the factorization approximation [8] , an approximation that was not used in Ref. [1, 2] . The C15 correlation function, which also cannot be obtained within the factorization approximation, was predicted to display peaks associated with the roughness-induced excitation of the surface plasmon polaritons supported by the metal surface, just as the Ct') correlation function does when the conditions for the occurrence of the memory effect and the reciprocal memory effect are satisfied. However the C '5 correlation function is significantly weaker than the C' correlation function. In very recent experimental work [9] the envelopes of the C' and C'°correlation functions have been measured experimentally for the scattering of p-polarized light from weakly rough, one-dimensional gold surfaces. The C'5 ,C2 , and C3 correlation functions have yet to be observed experimentally.
In contrast with the theoretical and experimental studies of angular intensity correlation functions of light scattered from randomly rough metal surfaces cited above, there have been no theoretical studies to date of these correlation functions for light scattered from dielectric surfaces, and the only experimental studies [10] of these correlation functions, which are limited to C', demonstrate the existence of the memory effect and of the reciprocal memory effect, but do not present results for the envelope of
In this paper we present a theoretical study of the angular intensity correlation functions C' and C10 of s-polarized light scattered from a one-dimensional random interface between two dielectric media. Although a dielectric-dielectric interface does not support surface electromagnetic waves, it does support lateral waves [1 1] ,and one of our aims in this work is to show that these waves can give rise to features in C' , namely peaks when the conditions for the occurrence of the memory and the reciprocal memory effects are satisfied, just as surface plasmon polaritons do in the case of a vacuum-metal interface. A second aim of this work is to present an approach to the calculation of an angular intensity correlation function that explicitly separates out the contributions C1and C'°t o it, allowing each to be calculated separately. The remainder of the correlation function, which represents the sum of the contributions labeled C15, and also allows each of these contributions to be treated separately, and will be the subject of a separate paper.
The Scattering System
The physical system we consider in this work consists of a dielectric medium, characterized by a real positive dielectric constant e, in the region x3 > (x1) and a dielectric medium, characterized by a real positive dielectric constant €, x3 = Fig.1 The scattering system studied in this paper. 220 x3 xl in the region x3 < ((x1) (Fig. 1) . The surface profile function ((x1) is assumed to be a single-valued function of x1 that is differentiable and that constitutes a zero-mean, stationary, Gaussian random process defined by the properties (((Xi)) =0, (((xi)((x)) = 82W(x2 -xiI). In Eqs.(2.1) the angle brackets denote an average over the ensemble of realizations of ((xi), and ö = ((2(x1)) is the rms height of the surface. In numerical calculations we will use the Gaussian form W(IxiI) = exp(-x/a2) (2.2) for the surface height autocorrelation function. The characteristic length a appearing in the expression is called the transverse correlation length of the surface roughness.
The Fourier coefficient ((k) of the surface profile function is also a zero-mean Gaussian random process characterized by the following statistical properties:
where g(Ik), the power spectrum of the surface roughness, is defined by g(jkI) = f_:dxlwIxle_21 The form of g(IkI) that corresponds to the choice (2.2) for W(Ixi I) is g(kI) = Faexp(-a2/k2/4). (2.5) 
Scattering Theory
We assume that the surface x3 = ((x1 ) is illuminated from the medium whose dielectric constant is €o by an s-polarized electromagnetic wave of frequency w, whose plane of incidence is the x1x3-plane. In the region x3 > ((x1 )max the single nonzero component of the electric vector of this wave is the sum of an incident wave and a scattered field, 
with a(q) = /€(w2/c2) q2, Reci(q) > 0 , Imc(q) > 0, and I(lQ) = i_: dx1 e_1Qx1e_21) (3.4) The solution of Eq. (3.2) can be written in the form [12] R
where G(qk) is the Green's function associated with the random rough interface. It is defined as the solution of the 6) where
is the Green's function for a planar dielectric-dielectric interface. The scattering potential V(qIk)is defined by Eqs.
(3.2) and (3.6), and is found to satisfy the integral equation
In what follows we will need the averaged Green's function (G(qk)). Due to the stationarity of the surface profile function ((x1), (G(qk)) must be diagonal in q and k, (G(qfk)) = 2irö(q -k)G(k). An application of the smoothing method [12] to Eq. (3.6) yields the result that G(k) is given by
The proper self-energy M(k) appearing in these expressions is defined by the relation (
where the unaveraged self-energy M(qk) is the solution of 
The results we obtain are therefore limited to weakly rough surfaces. In the small roughness approximation the self-energy M(k) obtained by Eq. (3.10) is given to lowest nonzero order in ((x1 ) by The angular intensity correlation function of interest to us is defined by
The intensity I(qk) entering this expression is defined in terms of the scattering matrix S(qfk) for the scattering of light of frequency w from a one-dimensional random surface by
where S(qk) is given in terms of the scattering amplitude R(qlk) by We note that the definition of the intensity used by West and O'Donnell in their study of angular intensity correlation functions in the scattering of light from a random vacuum-metal interface [9] differs by a factor from that given by Eq. With the definition of I(qk) given by Eq. (4.2a) we write the correlation function C(q, kq', k') in the form
If we substitute into this expression the result for R(qk) given by Eq. (3.6), and omit all terms proportional to t5(q -k) and/or (q' -k'), as uninteresting specular contributions, we obtain
Now G(qk) satisfies [14] G(qk) = 2rrö(q
where the function t(qk) is the solution of [14] t(qjk) = w(qk) + f w(qp)G(p)t(pjk), Then, again o:mitting all terms proportional to 5(q -k) and/or ö(q' -k'), we obtain from Eq. (4.6) Before proceeding we also introduce the normalized angular intensity correlation function defined by
-(I(qIk))(I(q'k')) 4 12 (q, q, ) -
which in terms of the function t(qk) takes the form
(4. 13) We note that this definition of the normalized angular intensity correlation function differs from that introduced by West and O'Donnell [9] . If we note that (t(qjk)) = 0 (see Eq. (4.7)), we can rewrite D(q, kIq', k') equivalently as D(q,kq',k') = (t(qk)t*(qkI))2 + I(t(qk)t(q'k'))2 + (4.14)
where {. . .} denotes the cumulant average [15] .
The result given by Eq. (4.14) is very convenient. Due to the stationarity of the surface profile function ((x1), (t(qjk)t* (q'Ik')) is proportional to 2ir5(q -k -q' + k'). It therefore gives rise to the contribution to C(q, kIq', k') called C1 (q, kq', k') , and describes the memory effect and the reciprocal memory effect. Similarly, (t(qJk)t(q'k')) is proportional to 2ir6(q-k+q' -k'), and therefore contributes the correlation function C'°)(q, kq', k') to C(q, kjq', k') The third term on the right hand side ofEq. (4.14) {t(qk)t*(qfk)t(qIkl)t*(qIkI)} due to the stationarity ofthe surface profile function ((x1 ) is proportional to 2r5(O) = L1 , and gives rise to the long-and infinite-range contributions to C(q, kq', k') given by the sum C15 (q, kq', k') + C2(q, kq', k') + C3)(q, kq'Ik'). Thus, the approach presented here separates explicitly the contributions to C(q, kq', k') that have been named C(')(q, kq', k') and C'°(q, klq', k'). What is more, this approach explicitly shows the relative magnitudes of the different contributions to the correlation function. Indeed, since 2ir6(O) = L1 , when the arguments of the delta-functions vanish the C')(q, kq', k') and C'° (q, kq' , k') correlation functions are independent of the length of the surface L1 , because they contain [2rö(O)]2. At the same time the remaining term in Eq. (4.14), that yields the sum C15)(q, kq', k') + C(2(q, kq', k') + C(3)(q, kq'Ik'), is inversely proportional to the surface length, due to the lack of the second delta function. Therefore, in the limit of a long surface or a large illumination area the long-range and infinite-range correlations vanish.
The explicit expressions for the short-range contributions to the angular intensity correlation functions are c' (q, kq', k') = (J)2 a(q)G(q)f2(k)G(k)2 (4.15) (q, kq', k') = fUO (W)2 (4.16) while the normalized angular intensity correlation functions are given by
The property of a speckle pattern that is characterized by the presence of the factor 2ir5(q -k -q' + k') in C(1)(q, kq', k') is that if we change the angle of incidence in such a way that k goes into k' = k + Zk, the entire speckle pattern shifts in such a way that any feature initially at q moves to q' = q + k. This is the reason why the c() correlation function was originally named the memory effect. In terms of the angles of incidence and scattering, we have that if 0o is changed to 9 = 6o + Z8o, any feature in the speckle pattern originally at 8 is shifted to 8 = Os + LO5, where = iOo(cos 0ç/ cos O) to first order in
The property of a speckle pattern that is characterized by the presence of the factor 2rS(q -k + q' -k') in C'°(q, kq', k) is that if we change the angle of incidence in such a way that k goes into k' = k + zk,a feature at q = k -/..q will be shifted to q' = W + q, i.e. to a point as much to one side of the new specular direction as the original point was on the other side of the original specular direction. For one and the same incident beam the C'°c orrelation function therefore reflects the " symmetry" of the speckle pattern with respect to the specular direction.
In this paper we will be concerned only with the short-range correlation functions. The extraction of C'5 , and C3 from the third term on the right hand side of Eq. (4.14) will be described in a separate paper.
The Correlation functions C(') and E(').
It has been shown in Ref.
[14} that if we rewrite the product t(qk)t*(q/j//) in a direct product notation as 7(l)(q, q'Ik, k') the ensemble average of T(')(q, q'k, k') satisfies the equation (r(' (q, q'Ik, k')) = (F(l)(q, q'lk, k')) + (P'(q, q/ppF))(p)*(pF)(y(l)(p,p'k,k')). In this equation (r(l) (q, q'k, k')) is an irreducible vertex function. In the present work we will approximate it by the sum of all maximally-crossed diagrams in the small roughness approximation. It is the contributions associated with these diagrams that describe the phase-coherent multiple-scattering processes that give rise to the effects we seek. Due to the stationarity of the surface profile function ((x1) each term in the expansion of (I'(1)(q, q'Ik, k')) is proportional to 27n5(q -k -q' + k'), so that (F(1)(q, q' 1k, k')) is given by (F"(q, q'jk, k')) = 2irö(q -
To evaluate this sum we proceed as follows. We write the power spectrum of the surface roughness g(q -kt) in the separable form In numerical calculations we will replace the upper limit on the sum in Eq. (5.3a) by an integer N, which is increased until a convergent result for (F(')(q, q'Ik, k')) is obtained. With the use of this representation we find that (F1(q, q'I, k')) = 2ö(q
where the elements of the (N + 1) x (N + 1) matrix K(Q) are given by 
This is nothing more than the sum of the contributions associated with all the ladder diagrams, starting with the two-rung ladder diagram. We sum this infinite series with the use of the representation (5.3a), and obtain we obtain finally our approximation to (r(l)(q, q'k, k')):
The substitution of this result into Eq. (4.15) yields our result for C1(q, kq', k'). To normalize the correlation function we use the fact that (t(qk)t*(qk)) = r(')(q,qk,k).
The Correlation Functions C('°) and ('°)
In exactly the same way as Eq. (5.1) was derived in Ref. 14 the correlation function (r()(q, q'Jk, k')) = (r(qk)t(q'Jk')) can be shown to be the solution of the equation (r(lO)(q,q/k,k)) = (F(lO)(q,qk,k/)) + I f:
In the present case the averaged irreducible vertex function (F('°)(q, q'/c, k')) will be approximated in the small roughness limit by the sum of the maximally crossed diagrams. Evaluating the contribution associated with the maximally crossed diagrams in a standard manner, we obtain for (F(10)(q, q'k, k')) the result
In writing this expansion we have used the fact that G(k) is an even function of k. We sum this series with the aid of the decomposition (5.3a) and obtain (r(10)(q, q'lk, k')) = 2r6(q
where the elements of the (N + 1)
As in the calculation of (r(fl(q, q'k, k')), when the result given by Eq. (6.3) is substituted into Eq. (6.1), and the resulting integral equation is solved by iteration, in each integral term in the resulting expansion only the contribution associated with the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (6.3) is kept, and all contributions that contain the second are omitted. The sum of the resulting integral terms is given by
This is just the sum of the contributions associated with all the ladder diagrams starting with the two-rung ladder diagram. We sum the infinite series (6.5) with the aid of the representation Eq. (5.3a) to obtain the result that it is given by
-L(q + q')JL(q + q')},' (k). (6.6) £=O £'=O Thus, our approximation to (r'°(q, q'Ik, k')) is
The second and third terms on the right hand side of this equation are equal when k' = -k, q' = -q, and q = -k.
The substitution of this expression for ('r('0)(q, q'k, k')) into Eq. (4.16) yields our approximation to C10(q, kq', k'). The correlation function E)(q, kq', k') is then readily obtained.
Results
To illustrate the results presented in the preceding Sections it is convenient to represent the correlation functions in the form C'(q,kq',k') = 26(q (7.lb) and C'°(q, klq', k') = 26(q
kIq', q' + q -k), (7.2b) where Cl)(q,kqI,qI _ q + k), 4l)(q,kq,+ k), C(q,qF,qF + q -k), and lO)(q,kqf,q! + q -k) are the envelopes of the correlation functions C' , 1) , C'°, and (10) , respectively, and are independent of the length of the rough surface. The envelopes are functions of 9 for fixed values of 9o and 9 , while O is determined by the constraint of the S-function entering the expression for the respective correlation functions. In Fig. 2(a) we plot C1(q, kfq', q' -q + k) (solid line) and C10(q, kq', q' + q -k) (dashed line) when s-polarized light of wavelength A = 632.8mm is incident on a randomly rough dielectric surface from vacuum (€o 1). The roughness parameters are 6 = 2Onm and a = lOOnm. The dielectric constant of the scattering medium is 2.69. For the parameters of the scattering system assumed the envelopes of both C' and C'°are structureless functions of 9 (the angles = 80 and O = 3°are fixed, while the angle 8 is determined by the constraint of the 6-function), and are of almost the same magnitude. The reason for this is that the scattering from a weakly rough dielectric surface is extremely weak, and no coherent effects can be observed for such a system. The results for the envelopes of the normalized hi the vicinity C)f the backscattering direction and is due to its normalization.
As is known [16] , when light is scattered by a rough interface between two dielectric media with low dielectric constrast, although the scattering is weak, nevertheless, an enhanced backscattering peak can be formed in the angular dependence of the intensity of the light scattered incoherently, due to the coherent interference of the direct and reciprocal paths traversed by multiply scattered lateral waves. When such an enhanced backscattering peak occurs one can expect peaks associated with the memory and reciprocal meanory effects to appear in C'(q, kq', q' -q + k).
This is indeed what is found. In Fig. 3(a) the envelopes of the correlation functions C' (solid line) and C'°( dashed line) are plotted as functions of 9 when s-polarized light of (vacuum) wavelength A =632.8nrn is incident on the rough interface between two dielectrics characterized by the dielectric constants o = 2.6 and = 2.69. The roughness parameters are the same ones assumed in obtaining the results plotted in Fig. 2 . The envelope of C' displays peaks at q' = q (memory effect) and at q' = -k (reciprocal memory effect), while the envelope of C'°r emains structureless, but smaller in its amplitude. The envelopes of the normalized correlation functions (1) (Fig.   3(b) , solid line) and (b0) (Fig. 3(b) , dashed line) show that perfect correlations occur in the vicinity of the memory and reciprocal memory effect peaks. and '°) (dashed line) correlation functions (b) as functions of 6 when s-polarized light is scattered from a randomly rough interface between two dielectric media with €o = 2.6 and c = 2.69.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a theoretical study of the angular intensity correlation functions C1 and C10 of s-polarized light scattered from a one-dimensional random interface between two semi-infinite dielectric media. The angular intensity correlation functions are calculated by means of an approach that explicitly separates out the C'
and C'°contributions to it. We have shown that in the case of a random vacuum-dielectric interface the envelopes of C' and C'°are structureless functions of the scattering angle of almost the same magnitude, nevertheless, the envelope of the normalized correlation function (1) shows perfect correlations at the positions of the peaks of the memory and reciprocal memory effects. The envelope of the normalized correlation function displays a minimum at the position of the enhanced backscattering peak, which is due to its normalization.
It is also shown that in the case of a random interface between two dielectrics with a low dielectric contrast the envelope of C' displays the peaks of the memory and reciprocal memory effects. 
